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Rotating universe with successive causal and noncausal regions
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%'e present a new exact solution of Einstein's equations. The source of the curvature is a shear-free

nonexpanding but rotating fluid. There are successive concentric causal and noncausal regions, which

generalize a typical behavior of Godel s space-time.

Some years ago Godel' discussed a cosmological
solution of Einstein's modified equations of
gravity (with non-null cosmological constant A) of
the type

dg = dt2 dr' —dz'+ g(r)dp'+ 2h(r)dpdt .
Qodel has shown that if we set g(r) = sinh'r

—'sinh2r and h(r) = v 2 sinh'r, the geometry given

by (l) satisfies Einstein's equations with the
stress-energy tensor of a fluid with density of
energy p without pressure. The congruence of
curves comoving with the fluid is shear-free, has
no expansion, but has a constant non-null rotation.

The existence of such non-null vorticity is
responsible. for many unusual properties of the
Godel space-time, among which we may cite the
absence of a global Gaussian system of 'coordinates
and the existence of closed timelike curves. This
last fact can be easily seen by considering the
behavior of the function g(r). Let us define a
critical radius R, such that sinh R, = 1. Then the
curves with constant x = R and t = z = 0 such that
R &R, have g(It) positive definite and, consequent-
ly, are closed timelike curves.

The existence of such curves poses a difficult
problem related to the possibility of violation of
the well-established causality principle. One can
argue, however, that as long as one remains in-
side the region bounded by the critical radius,
nothing exceptional occurs, i.e., the causality
principle is not violated.

Particularly curious should be the case of a
geometry of the type described by the same form
(l) in which g(r) should have not only one but many
roots for different values of r, that is, g(r, ) =g(r, )
=. . . =g(r„)= 0 for r, (r, &. . .(r„.Such a geometry
would present a succession of concentric regions
such that a causal (noncausal) region is encircled
internally and externally by two noncausal (causal)
regions. This would bring some additional diffi-
culties besides those encountered in Godel's model.
In this paper we exhibit precisely a solution of
Einstein's equations in which such a property is
present. Although such a solution may not eon-

form to any period of the real universe, it can
help us in understanding the properties of Ein-
stein's theory of gravity.

We start by defining the one-forms 6)

8' = dt+ h. (r)dQ,

8' =dr,
8' = &(r)d4,
83 =dr,

in which we have set &(r) —= (tt' —g)'~'. The geo-
metry (1) is obtained from (2) by the expression

ds'= &e'n» = (8')'- (6')'- (e')'- (e')',

where q» is the Minkowski tensor diag(+---).
Then the tetrad frame defined by S"= e"(&)&

is given by
0 0e(„)= 1, e(,) =h, 1 2

(1) 1 ~ e(2)
3e(,) ——1.

1 k'
R00 (4a)

~»
R11 (4b)

22 11 ~

1 k'&' 1 h»
R

(4c)

(4d)

where h' -=dh/dr.
Einstein's equations are given by

R~a =-&&~a+& ~~a+ A~~a.

We remark that in the tetrad system the tensor
indices are lowered and raised by the Minkowski
metric.

We take for the stress-energy tensor the ex-
pression-

&~a = p&~4 -P@~a+&~a ~

0 0 (6)

A straightforward calculation gives the value of
the curvature tensor in this tetrad frame. 'The

unique non-null components of the contracted
curvature tensor are
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where h» is the three-dimensional metric defined
by h» =—g» —6&5B. 'The anisotropic pressure m»
is symmetric, trace-free, and orthogonal to the
comoving observer (v,„=0).

I et us evaluate now the kinematical quantities
associated with the congruence of the fluid.

In the tetrad frarhe the shear 0», the expansion
~, and the vorticity u» are given by

ical quaritities (such as anisotropic pressure,
heat flux) to the kinematical ones (such as shear,
vol ticlty).

From (lie) we have

h'—= 2Q = constant.b

The remaining set of Einstein's equations are

oAB yAB yBA + IsoyAO + yBO )Ao 3 shAs (7a)

(7b)

k(P —p) = 2&& —k-;y'Q',

k(3P+ p) =2A+4Q',

(14a)

(14b)

AB yAB + yBA + yAo6B ys 6A (7c)

(7d)

2 1 1 1——2O' = --,0p+ —,kP --.ky'0' - &&. (14c)

in which y~c are the Ricci coefficients.
From (2) we easily obtain the nonvanishing co-

efficients
1 h'

y012- -yl02- y201- -y021- -y120- y210 ———

A solution of this set of equations is obtained if
we set

&= sin(mr).

Then we have

(8) kp= -A, + (1+ky')SP, (16a)
y122 y2 2

Thus, the fluid has no expansion, no shear but has
a non-null vorticity given by

1h'
(d12

The vorticity vector H =-,'e" &use is given by
&u" = (0, 0, 0, ——,'h'/&). This vector can be used in
order to construct the vortex matrix 0"s by means
of the expression

kP = &&+ (1 —sky')Q',

m.' = (ky'- a)n'.
(16b}

(16c)

2&ky'&3.

Finally, the functions h(r) and g(r) can be
evaluated from (15) and (13). We obtain

(17)

The positivity of energy and pressure are
guaranteed if we have a negative (or null) cosmo-
logical constant and if the coefficient of viscosity
y satisfies the relation

Q"s = (o (ua+3Q 6 s,
where 0'= -u" wA. Thus we have

Einstein's equations are

(10)
g(r) =, cos'(mr) —1,ky +2

h(r) = —(, 2,&, cos(mr) .2
y—

(18a)

(18b)

g00 = --,'kP+ Ct- ~kP,
I

8„=-2kp+ 2kp —kz —A,

B„=-pkp+ gP —kP —~&,

A» = ——',kp+ ~kp+ k(o'+ P) —A,

R02=0,

(11a)

(11b)

(11c)

(11d)

(lie)

2~
AB = —y ooAB (12)

We remark that expression (12) is a particular
case of the so-called principle of generalized
viscosity' which tells us that we can set up phe-
nomenological equations relating the fluid dynam-

in which we have written the anisotropic pressure
as w', =-~, v', =-p, n', = Po+

From Eq. (4c) we obtain o. =P. Thus the aniso-
tropic and the vortex matrices a,re proportional.
We set

It is now straightforwa, rd to see that our geo-
metry does indeed contain the property which we
enunciated at the beginning of this paper. The
roots of g(r„)are given by the values

ky -2mr„=a,rc cos, +nm,
ky +2

where n is a natural number.
In the region 0&r&r„g(r)is positive definite.

In this region the circle z = t=0, r = constant-is
timelike and consequently this is a noncausal re-
gion. In the subsequent region, r0&r &r„the
function g(r) is everywhere negative and thus the
closed curves are spacelike. This is a causal
region. 'The next region is noncausal, and so on.
This proves our previous assertion.

As a final property of our geometry let us ob-
serve that it is homogeneous like Godel's so)u-
tions. 'The Killing vectors which generates the
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isometrics can be evaluated and we find

8
k =—I

8
~I I 8 r

8
III gy i

h &' 8 m 8
k, =cos(m4)(&- ——

—, sin(mg)
4Q & 8t 40 8y

1 8
+ —cos(mP)—40 & sp'

( h &' 8 m 8
kv = -sin(mp)

~

& — ——+ cos(mP)—4n~ sf 8r

Qt 8
———sin(mp) —.

4n ~ sy
.

'The algebra and subalgebras of these Killing
vectors are similar to the case discussed by
Godel. '

It seems worthwhile to make some additional
comments on the source of our geometry, as the

presentation of our stress-energy tensor may

appear somewhat unusual. For the present geo-
metry (and, to a certain extent, for more general
ones) a realization of the non-Stokes-type charac-
ter of the fluid which we used here is given by the

electromagnetic field. Indeed, let us write the

stress-energy tensor of the electromagnetic field,
decomposing it for the observer ~", under the

form

TAB —P(em) VAVB -'P(em)hAB + IIAB

1 (em) C D
in which p(em) 3~(em)~ GAB ——TCD hAhB+ 3~(em)hAB ~

In the comoving frame, the electric and magnetic
vectors are parallel to the vorticity. We set E
= (0, 0, O, A), H = (0, 0, 0, B). Maxwell's equations
are satisfied if we setA = csin(20z) and B= e cos

(20z), in which e is a constant.
In the above frame the heat flux (Poynting vec-

tor) vanishes. Consequently, the anisotropic
pressure of the electromagnetic field reduces to

1 2 1
~AB ' EAEB + 3E hAB HAHB + 3H hAB &

in which

H =HH =-B
E2 = EAEA =

Thus, in the tetrad frame we have

~(em) Tf(em) I ~(em)
33

Consequently, we obtain Eq. (12). 'Thus we can
interpret the non-Stokes-type fluid in terms of a
fluid with density of energy p, and pressure p,
plus an electromagnetic field. Indeed, we can
see this by the following. By setting II» = -y'0»
we obtain e'=y'n'. Thus, the set of equations (16)
turns into

p 0'
p, + — = —A+ (1+y') 0',

p, +-,'y'O'= A+ (1 —Sy')0',

m'= (y'- a)n',

in which we have set 0 = 1.
In this case, instead of the previous restriction

(17) we have only the condition y')2 and the posi-
tivity of the cosmological constant. The positivity
of density p, . and pressure P, is guaranteed if the

value of the cosmological constant remains bound-

ed by the limits

0'(-,' y' —1)& A & 0'(-,' y'+ 1).
'This ends the proof. The non-Stokes-type fluid

generated by assuming Eq. (12) can be interpreted
in terms of well-known sources, that is, in terms
of a perfect fluid (p„P,) plus an electromagnetic
field.

Finally, it seems worthwhile to make the follow-

ing remark. In the last few decades there have

been published many exact solutions of the equa-
tions of motion of the gravitational field (Ein-
stein's equations) which represent universes filled

with an electromagnetic field or anisotropic fluids,
etc. , as the main source of curvature. What is
the meaning of these solutions? What is the in-

terest in them? Did we find magnetic fields in

the universe'? Did we find large anisotropy of the

background radiation? No. The meaning of these
solutions is not intimately related to direct ob-

servations. The meaning of them is this: They
provide a set of geometries which satisfy Ein-
stein's equations for a physical stress-energy
tensor. 'This set will be (at least, we believe) of

great help. in the future analysis of the properties
of the spectra of all possible reaI (physical)
cosmological solutions, in the search of the unique

geometry of the cosmos.
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